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One day on a hill a, little girl called Charlotte made a 
wonderful plane {hoping it would work}  

She launched it. It glided for seconds. Then it crashed 
landing on the green, richest grass… 

 

She sighed as she walked to the bench. Charlotte 

looked at her plans. She knew she had failed, she was 
disappointed. As she sat down on the bench a bit of 
wind came and almost blew her plan’s away. Out of 
know were a navy, blue bag hit her head. She 
approached the bag slowly. All of a sudden a turtle 
like plane darted by. Charlotte fell on the grass. 

A tiny figure came out of the plane. The small boy 
called Zac had come for the navy blue bag. When he 
was pulling the bag, he noticed Charlotte. He looked, 



around for something to defend himself. He picked up 
the pencil using it like a spear. Charlotte watched in 
shock and confusion. She had never seen anything like 
it. 

Charlotte took out Iphone12, she took a picture. He 
pulled the bag into his plane. 

 

He pushed the plane {hoping it land right side up} 

As soon as it fell on the bench the plane broke! 

Zac looked at Charlotte with sad eyes. Zac and 
Charlotte heard many, many engines from up in the 
sky. As “Charlotte” and “Zac” looked up, Zac 
seemed UPSET. His friends and family left 
without him! Charlotte had an idea. She picked up 
the pencil and used it to fix the plane, sadly it crashed 

landed! Their smiles dropped as the plane propellers 
rolled down the hill. Then…it crashed into 
Charlotte’s plane that Failed earlier. She was 



disappointed, until…one of her plan sheets glided 
over to her. Then she had an idea! 

 

She tided her planning sheet on to Zac’s plane. 
Soon, he was up in the sky. He pulled the biggest star 
in the universe!  When he put it in the lovely night 
sky. 
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